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Abstract
Objective: Liver stiffness measurement (LSM) using Transient Elastography (TE) for liver fibrosis assessment is difficult 

to be performed in obese and overweight patients by standard M probe, thus the XL probe was developed. The aim of our paper 
was to assess the usefulness of the XL probe in daily clinical practice. Material and method: Our study included 216 patients 
(mean BMI 30.1±4.1 kg/m2) with chronic hepatopathies, in which paired measurements were made using the M (3.5MHz) and 
XL (2.5 MHz) probes in the same session. In each patient 10 valid LSM were acquired with each probe, a median was calcu-
lated, expressed in kiloPascals (kPa). Unreliable TE measurements were considered: fewer than 10 valid shots; with a success 
rate (SR) <60% and/or interquartile range interval (IQR) ≥30%. Results: In 127 patients reliable LSM could not be obtained 
by standard M probe, 10 of them normal weight, 25 of them overweight, and 92 obese. By XL probe reliable measurements 
were obtained in 80/127(63%) of these patients: 8/10 (80%) of the normal weights, 17/25 (68%) of the overweight and 55/92 
(59.8%) of the obese. In 98 patients with reliable M probe measurements, XL probe LSMs were also performed. XL LS values 
strongly and significantly correlated with those obtained by M probe (Spearman r=0.789, p<0.0001), but were significantly 
lower [median 6.4 kPa (range 3.1 – 53.8) vs 7.7 kPa (range 3.7–69.1), Wilcoxon paired t test p<0.001)]. Conclusion: By using 
the XL probe, reliable LSM by TE can be obtained in more than 60% of patients with unreliable measurements by M probe. 
LSM by XL probe are significantly correlated, but lower, than those obtained by M probe.
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Introduction

Fibrosis severity is an important prognostic factor in 
chronic hepatitis, either with viral or nonviral etiology. 
Also, it can be an important factor in the decision regard-
ing treatment, especially in chronic hepatitis C patients. 
Currently, liver biopsy (LB) is considered to be the ref-
erence method to grade and stage the severity of liver 
lesions in chronic hepatitis [1].  But there are some draw-
backs to consider regarding LB: it is an invasive pro-
cedure, poorly accepted by the patients, mild to severe 

complications occurring in up to 5% of cases [2]; there 
are also the issues of intra- and interobserver variability 
[3,4] and of sampling variability [5].

Considering these drawbacks, non invasive methods 
for the assessment of liver disease severity were devel-
oped. Serologic markers that aimed to evaluate activity 
and fibrosis [6] and also steatosis [7] were developed 
(like FibroMax), followed by an ultrasound based meth-
od, Transient Elastography (TE), able to assess liver stiff-
ness (LS) as a marker of fibrosis [8].

Published meta-analyses confirmed the value of TE 
for fibrosis assessment in chronic hepatitis patients, prov-
ing it to be excellent for the diagnosis of cirrhosis and 
of moderate value for mild stages of fibrosis [9-12]. In 
some cases, however, reliable elasticity measurements 
by standard M probe are not obtained, especially in 
overweight (BMI≥25kg/m2) and obese (BMI≥30kg/m2) 
patients [13,14]. The introduction of the XL probe was 
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meant to improve the feasibility of TE in this category of 
patients [15,16]. 

The aim of our study was to assess the usefulness of 
the XL probe in daily clinical practice.

Material and method

Patients and Liver Stiffness Measurements
Our prospective study included 216 difficult to evalu-

ate patients (mean BMI 30.1±4.1 kg/m2) with chronic 
hepatopathies (either HBV, HCV chronic hepatitis or 
with NASH/NAFLD), in which liver stiffness measure-
ments (LSM) were made by Transient Elastography, us-
ing a FibroScan® device (EchoSens - Paris, France). Af-
ter informed consent was obtained, in each patient paired 
measurements were made with the M (3.5MHz) and XL 
(2.5 MHz) probes in the same session. The measurements 
were made in the right liver lobe through the intercostal 
spaces, on patients in dorsal decubitus with the right arm 
in maximal abduction. The tip of the probe, covered with 
coupling gel, was placed on the skin between the ribs 
aiming at the right liver lobe. The operator, assisted by 
ultrasound time-motion and A-mode images provided by 
the system, located a portion of the liver at least 6 cm 
thick and free of large vascular structures. Once the area 
of measurement had been located, the operator pressed 
the probe button to begin an acquisition. Measurements 

which did not had a correct vibration shape or a correct 
follow up of the vibration propagation were automati-
cally rejected by the software. 

Ten valid LSM were acquired with each probe, a me-
dian was calculated expressed in kiloPascals (kPa). Re-
liable LS measurements were defined as median of 10 
valid measurements with a success rate (SR = ratio of 
the number of successful acquisitions divided by the total 
number of acquisitions) ≥ 60% and an interquartile range 
(IQR=the range of the middle 50% of the data) <30%. 
Unreliable TE measurements were considered the fol-
lowing situations: fewer than 10 valid shots; SR<60% 
and/or IQR≥30%. Paired t test was used to compare LSM 
obtained with both probes.

Statistical analysis
The statistical analysis was performed using the Med-

Calc Software (MedCalc Program, version 12.3.0, Bel-
gium). The distribution of numerical variables was first 
tested by the Kolmogrov-Smirnov test. For numerical 
variables with normal distribution, the mean value and 
standard deviation were calculated, while for non-normal 
distribution median values and range intervals were pre-
sented. Differences between numerical variables were 
analyzed by Wilcoxon paired t test. Qualitative variables 
were presented as numbers and percentages. A p-value 

Fig 1. Mean LSM by M vs. XL probes

less than 0.05 was regarded as significant for each statis-
tic test. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (r) was 
used to assess the correlation of LS measurements by 
means of M and XL probes.

Results

In 127 patients (40.2% men, mean age 56.8±12.6 
years, mean BMI 30.6±4.6 kg/m2) reliable LSM could 
not be obtained by the standard M probe, 10 of them nor-
mal weight (BMI<25kg/m2), 25 of them overweight, and 
92 obese. By XL probe reliable measurements were ob-
tained in 80/127 (63%) of these patients: 8/10 (80%) of 
the normal weight; 17/25 (68%) of the overweight; and 
55/92 (59.8%) of the obese. 

In 98 patients with reliable M probe measurements 
(58.2% men, mean age 53.3±10.6 years, mean BMI 
29.4±3.3 kg/m2), XL probe LSMs were also performed. 
LS values obtained by XL probe strongly and significant-
ly correlated with those obtained by M probe (Spearman 
r=0.789, p<0.0001). 

The median LS values by XL probe were significant-
ly lower than those obtained by M probe [median 6.4 kPa 
(range 3.1 – 53.8) vs 7.7 kPa (range 3.7 – 69.1); Wil-
coxon paired t test p<0.001] (fig 1).

Discussions

TE is a validated method for liver fibrosis assessment, 
especially in chronic viral hepatitis, a fact proven by its 
inclusion in the EASL Guidelines for fibrosis assess-
ment in chronic B and C hepatitis [17]. This technique 
is integrated into a FibroScan® device (EchoSens, Paris, 
France). The liver tissue is mechanically stimulated by 
the device’s ultrasound transducer mounted on the axis of 
a vibrator. The vibrator generates a completely painless 
vibration (with  50Hz frequency and 2 mm amplitude for 
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the M probe and 50 Hz frequency and 3 mm amplitude 
for the XL probe) [18], which induces an elastic shear 
wave that propagates through the skin and the subcutane-
ous tissue to the liver. The shear wave is tracked using 
the coaxial ultrasound transducer, its velocity is directly 
related to the tissue stiffness, which is calculated by the 
device and expressed in kilopascals (kPa) [18,19]. Beside 
the standard M-probe (3.5 MHz), an S-probe (5 MHz) for 
pediatric use and an XL-probe (2.5 MHz) for overweight 
and obese patients are available. 

As mentioned in the introduction, we cannot always 
obtain reliable measurements by TE. In a previously 
published study by our group, the rate of failed and un-
reliable measurements by standard M probe was 29.2% 
from 8218 patients [14], while in the Castera study it was 
18.9% from 13,369 measurements [13]. In both studies, 
as well as in a Chinese study [20], the most important 
predictor factor for failed an unreliable measurements 
was the Body Mass Index (BMI). In the Romanian study, 
the rate of failed and unreliable measurements increased 
from 14.9% in normal weight patients to 49.5% in obese 
ones [14], results similar with those observed in the Cast-
era study [13].

In order to overcome this drawback of TE, a special 
probe for obese patients was developed. The XL probe 
has a frequency of 2.5 MHz, as opposed to the M probe 
(3.5 MHz), in order to increase penetrability, and also the 
amplitude of the vibrator is higher: 3 mm [18]. In the 
original study that evaluated the XL probe [21], which in-
cluded 99 patients with a mean BMI of 40.5 kg/m2, reli-
able LSM with XL-probe were obtained in 59% of cases, 
in whom LSM by M probe were unreliable. In a German 
study performed in 50 NASH and NAFLD patients (a 
rather small number of patients), reliable XL LSM were 
obtained in 83%, in whom M probe was inefficient [22]. 
In the Myers et al study [15], which included 276 pa-
tients with BMI ≥ 28 kg/m2, reliable LSM with XL-probe 
were obtained in 61% of cases, in whom LSM by the M 
probe were unreliable, while in the de Lédinghen study 
on 286 cases, the rate of reliable XL LSM was 56.9% 
[16]. The results of our study are in line with the above 
mentioned data, since we obtained reliable LSM by XL 
probe in 63% of patients in whom TE was not feasible 
by M probe. 

As expected, in our study the rate of reliable XL 
measurements decreased with the increase of BMI, 
from 80% in normal weights, to 68% in over weights 
and to 59.8% in obese. Similar results were observed 
in de Lédinghen study [16], and in the Wong study, in 
which reliable measurements by XL probe were ob-
tained 65% of obese patients (BMI > 30 kg/m2) vs. 75% 
overall [17].

In our study the LS values obtained by XL probe 
strongly correlated with those obtained by M probe: 
Spearman r=0.789, p<0.0001. The result was similar to 
the de Lédinghen study (r = 0.74, p <0.0001) [16], but 
lower than in the Myers study (r = 0.86; P < 0.0005) [15] 
and than in a Spanish study, on 254 chronic hepatitis 
patients, in which Spearman r was 0.897, p<0.001 [24], 
while in the Wong study, in 517 patients, Spearman r was 
0.89, p < 0.001 [23].

Even if strong correlations between LSM by XL and 
M probes were found in the above mentioned studies, the 
values obtained by XL probe were lower than those ob-
tained by M probe: median liver stiffness 6.8 vs. 7.8 kPa 
(p<0.00005 in the Myers study) [15], 9.5 vs. 11.3kPa, 
(p<0.001 in the Spanish study) [24] and 6.4 vs 7.7 kPa 
(p<0.001) in our current study.

A limitation of our study is that liver biopsy was not 
performed in all our patients, so that cut-offs for dif-
ferent stages of fibrosis by M and XL probe could be 
compared. In the study performed by Wong et al, in 
which LSM by XL and M probes were compared to liver 
biopsy, XL cut-offs at 4.8 kPa and 10.7 kPa were the 
best estimates of 6.0 kPa and 12.0 kPa of M probe in 
overweight patients (BMI=25-30 kg/m2), while in obese 
(BMI>30 kg/m²) the M probe cut-offs may be used also 
for the XL probe [23].

Conclusion

By using the XL probe, reliable LSM by TE can be 
obtained in more than 60% of patients with unreliable 
measurements by M probe. LSM by XL probe are sig-
nificantly correlated, but lower, than those obtained by 
M probe.
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